
    Vocab ReView
 
Fill in the blanks.
1.  L_ _ _ _ _lls are an increasingly pressing problem.
2.  Waste sorting can occur manually at the h_ _ _ _ _old and collected through curbside collection s_ _ _ _ _s.
3.   W_ _ _e can be s_ _ _ _ _ated on basis of b_ _ _ _ _radable or non-b_ _ _ _ _radable waste 

    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Fill each of the blanks in the passage with one of today’s vocabulary word listed above.

Mba

People from various academic (           ) are attracted by the Master of Business Administration (MBA). It has an 
origin in the US in the late 19th century, as the country (            ) and companies (       ) scientific approaches to 
management. The (     ) courses introduce the various areas of business such as finance, accounting, marketing, etc. 
Many programs include (        ) courses, which are not (         ) courses.
In case you want to do well in the global (            ) with a (          ) MBA, but you cannot attend a face to face 
program on campus due to your current job, family (            ) or economic (            ), this program offers what you 
need:
Experience a world-class business school education from the convenience of any location with Cedarville’s Online 
Global MBA program, ranked among the top 5 (        ) (        ) MBAs in the world. 
Founded in 1948, Cedarville is the oldest graduate management school focused exclusively on global business.  
Regarded as the world’s leading institution in the education of global managers, the (           ) is based on the (         
) that to do business on a global scale, leaders must not only know the (           ) of business, but also understand the 
customs of other countries and be able to communicate with different cultures.
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industrialized/ core/ elective/ limitations/ top-notch/ principle/ curriculum/  
distance/ intricacies/ required/ obligations/ disciplines/ learning/ marketplace/ 
sought



      Match each definition (A – P) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 16)

    DEFINITIONS

A.  extremely good 
B.  to try to achieve
C.  to develop industry within a country
D.  being officially demanded that someone does something
E.  the subjects that are taught by a school, college etc.
F.  a method of study that involves working at home and sending your work
to your teacher
G.  the most important or most basic part of something
H.  the basic idea that a system is based on
I.   a place where a particular product or service is bought or sold
J.  an area of knowledge or teaching, especially one that is studied at a 
university
K.  complicated details
L.  If someone or something has limitations, they are not as good as they 
could be
M.  a course that students can choose to take, although they do not have to
take it in order to graduate
N.  something that you must do

      Part 5 exercise

Choose the word that best completes the sentence.
Identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
If the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.

1.  During the MBA you will choose ten to twelve ……….from a large and varied portfolio. 
(A) electors   (B) electives   (C) elects   (D) elections
2.  The government’s challenge is how to …………… 
(A) industrialization   (B) industry   (C) industrial   (D) industrialize
 
      Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.

1.  I haven’t got time to do his work for him - I’ve got too many ………………. as it is.
2.  I enjoyed the film, but I couldn’t follow all the ……………. of the plot.
3.  The new conference center has ……-………  facilities.
4.  Living in a flat is all right, but it has its …………….. - for example, you don’t have your own garden.
5.  You are …………….. by law to produce a valid passport.
6.  The …………. of the bank’s business is in London.
7.  The company has the ability to dominate a ……………. even while branching out from its core product.
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1.   industrialize
2.   core
3.   elective
4.   limitations
5.   top-notch
6.   principle
7.   curriculum
8.   distance learning
9.   intricacies
10.  required
11.  obligation
12.  discipline
13.  seek
14.  marketplace


